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Designed in 2006, Yankee Engraved is
a digital successor to the display faces –
often cut in wood at large sizes – used in
the past by jobbing letterpress printers.

Y is for ... Yamaha,
established in 1887
as a maker of musical
instruments – hence
the company symbol
of interlocking tuning
forks. Diversifying into

motorcycle manufacture in 1955, Yamaha
machines have won 39
world championships.

Originally awarded
in 1851 for victory
in a race around the
Isle of Wight, the
America’s Cup is
the pinnacle of
ocean yacht match
racing. The current
foiling catamaran
contestants combine
space-age design
and materials with
the brute force of the
winchmen who trim
the gigantic sails by
sheer muscle power.

The Yosemite Valley has giant sequoias, plunging waterfalls
and dramatic granite cliffs such as El Capitan and Half Dome.
With its 400 active geysers Yellowstone – the world’s first
national park – lies in the caldera of an ancient super-volcano.

The Japanese Yen
and Chinese Yuan
share the same
currency symbol.

The death of Richard III – the
last king of England from the
House of York – in battle in
1485 ended the thirty year
Wars of the Roses ; the white
rose emblem still identifies
“ God’s County ” of Yorkshire.
With its long silky hair the toy
Yorkshire terrier was first
bred in the 19th century as
a popular good-natured
companion dog. In contrast,
the chocolate Yorkie Bar
projects a tongue-in-cheek
macho image featuring truck
drivers and the slogan “ It’s not
for girls ” in its advertising ...
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As a star sideman, tenor sax player
Lester Young added relaxed, freefloating solos to the relentless swing
of Count Basie’s orchestra, while in
dozens of small group recordings
during the 1930s he delivered gentle,
wistful obligatos to Billie Holiday’s
strident, idiosyncratic vocals.

A stylised yurt – the
tent used by nomads
on the steppes of
Asia – features on the state flag
of Kyrgyzstan.

The only goalkeeper
ever to win the Ballon
d’Or for European
footballer of the year,
Lev Yashin played in
his distinctive all black
strip for the Soviet

In each case the
word literally means
round, a reference
to the silver coins
brought by early
travellers from
the West.

CCCP
Union from 1954 to
1970, winning Olympic
gold in 1956 and the
European Nations
Championship in 1960.
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